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Season 3, Episode 10
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World in Changes



McKay decides he is personally going to get the sniper who has been taking out helicopters... but with Anderson and Goldman on the ground and him in the air, HE ends up the next target, crashing and killing his co-pilot. Johnson, with only 72 hours left, gets a bad case of ""short timer's nerves"". Meanwhile a crazy CIA operative -- Duke Fontaine -- takes several VC suspects up in a helicopter and starts throwing them out until one of them will talk. Anderson and the team are going to go out after a VC-recruiter and get permission for Johnson not to go but because Johnson has decided that he ""must stick to the routine"" he ends up going. Taylor and Johnson are captured by the VC and tortured by a sadistic Vietnamese man.
Quest roles:
Tony Becker(Cpl. Daniel 'Danny' Percell), Ramon Franco(Pvt. Alberto Ruiz), Dan Gauthier(Lt. John McKay), Alan Scarfe, John Dye


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
9 December 1989, 00:00
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